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ABSTRACT
The X-ray and 𝛾-ray emission of globular clusters (GCs) is attributed to their large fraction of compact binary systems, especially
those with millisecond pulsars (MSPs). We analyze a population of 124 Galactic GCs to investigate how their dynamical
properties affect the formation and evolution of compact binary systems and how this can be translated into the clusters’ observed
X-ray and 𝛾-ray emission. We use mainly Chandra X-ray Observatory and Fermi Large Area Telescope observations to achieve
our goals and start by detecting 39 GCs in 𝛾 rays, seven of which are not listed in previous Fermi-LAT catalogs. Additionally, we
find that the total number of X-ray sources within a GC and its 𝛾-ray luminosity are linearly correlated with the stellar encounter
rate, indicating that compact binary systems are mainly formed via close stellar encounters. We also find an unexpected rise in
the number of X-ray sources for GCs with low rates of stellar encounters, suggesting that there is a dynamical threshold where the
formation of X-ray sources is dominated by stellar encounters. Furthermore, we use the Heggie-Hills law to find that subsequent
stellar encounters in these compact binaries will, on average, make the binaries even harder, with basically no possibility of
binary ionization. Finally, we find that all GCs are point-like sources in 𝛾 rays, indicating that the MSPs are concentrated in the
clusters’ cores, likely due to dynamical friction.

Key words: globular clusters: general – gamma-rays: general – celestial mechanics – pulsars: general

1 INTRODUCTION

Globular clusters (GCs) are evolved stellar systems typically with
an exceptionally high number density of stars in their cores, often
reaching more than 1000 pc−3 (Sollima & Baumgardt 2017a). This
scenario makes dynamical interactions between stars a relatively
common phenomenon, which can in turn lead to the formation (and
possibly ionization) of compact binary systems (Pooley et al. 2003;
Verbunt 2003), necessary for the development of low-mass X-ray
binaries (LMXB) that can eventually evolve into 𝛾-ray emitting mil-
lisecond pulsars (MSPs). The formation of compact binaries in GCs
is then expected to be related to the stellar encounter rate (Bahramian
et al. 2013):

Γ ∝
∫

(𝑛2/𝜎)4𝜋𝑟2𝑑𝑟, (1)

where 𝑛 = 𝑛(𝑟) is the stellar number density, 𝜎 = 𝜎(𝑟) is the stellar
velocity dispersion, and the integral is performed over the volume
of the cluster. The formation of tidally captured binaries in stellar
encounters described by Eq. 1 is possible only when two stars pass
so close to each other that the induced tides are able to dissipate
the excess energy of the unbound orbital motion (Mardling 1996;
Mardling & Aarseth 2001). For an encounter between a neutron star
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(with mass 𝑚c ≈ 1.5 M⊙) and a typical main sequence star in the
core of a GC (with mass 𝑚★ ≈ 0.5 M⊙ and radius R★) with central
velocity dispersion in the range 𝜎c = 5 ∼ 10 km s−1, the maximum
periastron separation necessary for tidal capture must be around 3 –
4.5 R★ (Mardling & Aarseth 2001), depending also on the internal
structure of both stars. The final orbit will be compact and highly
eccentric, although the tides will tend to circularize it on a time scale
that depends on the orbital semi-major axis (i.e. 𝑡circ ∝ 𝑎8) and on the
internal structure of both stars (for more details, see Eq. 4.13 in Zahn
1977). For the binary configuration discussed above, if the original
eccentricity of the system is in the range 0.5 – 0.9, the circularization
time scale will be 𝑡circ ≈ 106 ∼ 109 years, although it can be even
smaller if one of the stars is a giant or subgiant (Verbunt & Phinney
1995).

Besides close stellar encounters, the formation of LMXBs (and
eventually MSPs) in GCs requires that these clusters are able to re-
tain a significant fraction of their neutron stars, which is achievable
if these neutron stars are formed mainly via electron-capture su-
pernovae (Nomoto 1984, 1987), where the expected natal kicks are
smaller than in core-collapse supernova, making it harder for the neu-
tron stars to reach the escape velocity of the clusters (Podsiadlowski
et al. 2004; Ivanova et al. 2008; Claire et al. 2019a).

There are 37 GCs listed in the latest release of the Fermi Large Area
Telescope (LAT) source catalog (4FGL-DR3; Abdollahi et al. 2020,
2022) and their 𝛾-ray emission is mainly interpreted as coming from
the populations of MSPs they host (Abdo et al. 2009a; Venter et al.
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2009; Abdo et al. 2010b; de Menezes et al. 2019). These 𝛾 rays are
likely generated via curvature radiation in the outer magnetospheres
of the MSPs, near the light cylinder (Harding et al. 2005; Caraveo
2014; Kalapotharakos et al. 2019; Kalapotharakos et al. 2022). On
the X-ray side, high-resolution observations with the Chandra X-
ray Observatory have revealed numerous sources in 72 GCs (Evans
et al. 2010; Evans et al. 2020), which are divided into many different
classes, such as LMXBs, cataclysmic variables, MSPs, and coronally
active main-sequence binaries.

The number of 𝛾-ray and X-ray sources in GCs can, however, be
affected by other dynamical factors beyond Γ. For instance, once
a compact binary is formed, it may undergo subsequent encounters,
which may i) ionize/excite the system, ii) shrink it even more, or even
iii) exchange binary members. The rate at which a binary system
undergoes close encounters with single stars is given by (Verbunt
2003):

Λ ∝ 𝑛

𝜎
𝑎, (2)

where 𝑛 is the local density of single stars, 𝜎 is the local velocity
dispersion, and 𝑎 is the semi-major orbital axis of the binary. The
fate of the binary under subsequent encounters with typical stars in a
GC (i.e., masses 𝑚★ ≈ 0.5 M⊙) will be dictated by the Heggie-Hills
law (Heggie 1975; Hills 1975): hard binaries tend to get harder and
soft binaries tend to get softer in face of three-body encounters. A
hard binary in this context means a system with binding energy (𝜖)
higher than the average kinetic energy of the stars in the cluster, i.e.
|𝜖 | > 𝑚★𝜎

2. If instead |𝜖 | < 𝑚★𝜎
2, we have a soft binary. On the

other hand, exchange encounters will be favored when the incoming
single star is heavier than one of the members of the binary, such that
the modulus of the final binding energy is higher than in the former
binary.

In this work we investigate how the dynamical properties of GCs
affect their 𝛾-ray and X-ray emission. Our main goal is to test whether
the stellar encounters (represented quantitatively by Γ) represent the
only formation channel for MSPs in GCs and what is the impact of
secondary encounters once a compact binary is formed, i.e., do they
act in favor of ionization or hardening of the formed compact bina-
ries? Furthermore, we look for extended 𝛾-ray emission in the GCs
and investigate if their spectra is indeed consistent with populations
of MSPs.

This paper is organized as follows. We describe the criteria for
selecting our GC sample and collected archival data in §2, and detail
the new observations and analyses in §3. The results are presented in
§4, while we discuss and summarize our findings in §5 and §6.

2 SAMPLE AND DATA DESCRIPTION

Our sample consists of 124 Galactic GCs listed in Bahramian et al.
(2013) for which the stellar encounter rates have been precisely mea-
sured. The computation of Γ by these authors is based on Eq. 1 and
does not rely on the assumption that the clusters’ luminosity profile
follows the King model (King 1962, 1966), i.e. core-collapsed and
non-core-collapsed GCs can be treated in the same way. Further-
more, based on Monte Carlo simulations, they provide asymmetrical
error estimates in Γ for each GC in the sample.

Other parameters, such as the distance from the Sun, core radii,
central velocity dispersion, core density, right ascension, and dec-
lination have been taken from the 3rd globular cluster database1,

1 https://people.smp.uq.edu.au/HolgerBaumgardt/globular/

which is a compilation of observational and theoretical results for
Galactic GCs based mainly on the works by Baumgardt (2017); Sol-
lima & Baumgardt (2017b); Baumgardt & Hilker (2018) and Vasiliev
& Baumgardt (2021). Information about radio pulsars and MSPs in
GCs have been taken from the online database for pulsars in GCs2.

We found archival high-resolution Chandra X-ray observations
for 72 out of the 124 clusters in our sample, however, some of these
observations are not deep enough for our purposes (see §3 for details).
For each GC, we download data from the Chandra Source Catalog
(CSC2; Evans et al. 2010; Evans et al. 2020) within a circular region
contained by the cluster’s half-light radius (ranging from 0.3′ to
4.8′ in our sample), then having access to the total number of X-ray
sources, the X-ray flux of each source, and the flux sensitivity limit
of the given observation.

Finally, we use nearly 14 years of Fermi-LAT (Atwood et al. 2009)
observations collected from 4th August 2008 up to 10th June 2022
(mission elapsed time from 239557417 to 676512005) to look for
𝛾-ray emission from the 124 GCs in our sample. We use PASS8
(Atwood et al. 2013) R3 (Bruel et al. 2018) data in the energy range
0.3 – 300 GeV for regions of interest (RoIs) of 14◦ × 14◦, 0.1◦ per
pixel, centered in each GC. Since our sample of 124 GCs does not
cover all GCs in the Galaxy, there are 4 GCs listed in 4FGL-DR3
that do not appear in our sample, namely: 2MASS-GC01, GLIMPSE
C01, GLIMPSE C02, and NGC 6838, which are kept out of our
analysis. We also exclude from the analysis the GCs NGC 6624,
NGC 6626, and NGC 6652, since their emissions are dominated by
single pulsars (Freire et al. 2011; Johnson et al. 2013; Gautam et al.
2022). Furthermore, we treat the 𝛾-ray observations of Terzan 1,
listed in 4FGL-DR3 as a GC, as upper limits since its optical center
lies outside the 99% confidence region of the closest 𝛾-ray source
(some inconsistencies with the association of Terzan 1 with a 𝛾-ray
source have also been found by Wu et al. 2022). Detailed information
on the Fermi-LAT analysis is given in §3.

3 DATA ANALYSES

3.1 Chandra

To investigate how the stellar encounter rate affects the formation of
compact binary systems in GCs, we simply compare Γ with the total
number of X-ray sources, 𝑁x, found within the half-light radii of GCs
(see §2 for data acquisition details) after subtracting the estimated
number of background sources based on the following log 𝑁 − log 𝑆
relation (Giacconi et al. 2001):

𝑁 (> 𝑆) = 1200
(

𝑆

2 × 10−15

)−1.0±0.2
sources deg−2, (3)

where 𝑁 is the expected number of background sources per square
degree and 𝑆 is the flux sensitivity of the observation in a given
region.

Since the observations performed with Chandra do not necessarily
have the same exposure times, we have a non-homogeneous X-ray
sample of the central region of GCs. To fix this, we set a luminosity
limit of 𝐿x,lim = 2×1031 erg s−1, i.e. we only use GCs for which the
X-ray observations can reveal sources with luminosities greater than
2× 1031 erg s−1. This reduces our X-ray sample from 72 to 38 GCs.
To check if the choice of 𝐿x,lim could significantly impact the results,
we repeated exactly the same analysis using other values for 𝐿x,lim

2 http://www.naic.edu/~pfreire/GCpsr.html
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and in the end they all give similar results for the relation 𝑁x × Γ,
although always with higher variances. In summary, if we adopt a
limit that is too low (e.g. 𝐿x,lim = 4 × 1030 erg s−1), only a few GCs
with very deep observations can be used; on the other hand, if the
luminosity limit is too high (e.g. 𝐿x,lim = 1032 erg s−1) we can use
more GCs, but with fewer sources detected in each one of them. The
final choice of 𝐿x,lim = 2 × 1031 erg s−1 is the one that minimizes
the variance of the 𝑁x × Γ relation described in §4. In this analysis,
we also discard GCs for which the final number of X-ray sources is
less than 2, further reducing our X-ray sample to 30 GCs.

3.2 Fermi-LAT

The Fermi-LAT data analysis is performed with Fermitools3
v2.2.0, Fermipy4 v1.2 (Wood et al. 2017), and easyFermi5 v1.0.10
(de Menezes 2022) by means of a binned likelihood analysis and
using MINUIT as minimizer. For modeling each RoI, we consider
the 𝛾-ray sources listed in 4FGL-DR3 as well as all sources found
with the Fermipy function find_sources() presenting a statisti-
cal significance above 8𝜎. In the fit, the normalization of all sources
lying within a radius of 5◦ from the center of the RoIs is left free
to vary, while the spectral shape parameters are left free only if the
source presents a significance higher than 15𝜎 over the ∼ 14 years of
Fermi-LAT observations. Furthermore, we also include in the model
those sources listed in 4FGL-DR3 and lying up to 4◦ outside the
RoIs.

We divide the data into 8 logarithmically spaced bins per en-
ergy decade (in the range 0.3 – 300 GeV) and use SOURCE events
(𝑒𝑣𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 = 128) detected in the front or back layers of the tracker
(𝑒𝑣𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 = 3). The data are also filtered for good time intervals with
DATA_QUAL > 0 and the recommended instrument configuration for
science LAT_CONFIG == 1, while the maximum zenith angle cut
is 𝜃𝑧 = 95◦ for photons with energies ≤ 1 GeV and 𝜃𝑧 = 105◦
above 1 GeV. Background emission from the Milky Way and ex-
tragalactic isotropic component are modeled with the interstellar
emission model6 gll_iem_v07 and the isotropic spectral template
iso_P8R3_SOURCE_V3_v1.

The significance of our observations is set by a test statistic (TS)
defined as 𝑇𝑆 = 2(L1 − L0), where the term inside parentheses is
the difference between the maximum log-likelihoods with (L1) and
without (L0) including our target in the model. The corresponding
significance, in 𝜎, is approximated by

√
𝑇𝑆 (Mattox et al. 1996) in

the case of one degree of freedom. Throughout this work, we adopt
two spectral models for our targets, both of which have been used in
the past to model pulsars and GCs (Abdollahi et al. 2020; Abdo et al.
2013): a power-law with exponential cutoff (PLEC),

𝑑𝑁

𝑑𝐸
= 𝑁0

(
𝐸

𝐸0

)−𝛼

𝑒−𝐸/𝐸c , (4)

where 𝑁0 is the normalization, 𝛼 is the photon index, 𝐸0 ≡ 1000
is the energy scale in MeV, and 𝐸c is the energy cutoff; and a log-
parabola

𝑑𝑁

𝑑𝐸
= 𝑁0

(
𝐸

𝐸0

)−(𝛼+𝛽 log(𝐸/𝐸0 ) )
, (5)

3 https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/software/
4 https://fermipy.readthedocs.io/en/latest/index.html
5 https://github.com/ranieremenezes/easyFermi
6 https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/lat/
BackgroundModels.html

where 𝛽 is the spectral curvature parameter.

3.2.1 Extended emission

The dynamical friction acting on the stars of a GC makes the heavier
objects, such as neutron stars and binary systems, sink to the GC’s
core (Chandrasekhar 1943). We then expect that close or exchange
encounters involving these neutron stars will form compact binary
systems that can eventually fill the core of GCs with MSPs.

Since the largest core radius in our sample is 𝑟c = 2.7 arcmin
(belonging to NGC 5139/Ω Centauri), we expect the cumulative
emission from MSPs to appear as point-like to Fermi-LAT up to a
few GeV. On the other hand, relativistic leptons escaping the magne-
tospheres of MSPs can propagate within GCs and scatter soft stellar
photons to the 𝛾-ray energy range (Bednarek & Sitarek 2007; Za-
jczyk et al. 2013; Bednarek et al. 2016). If these leptons are able
to leave the cores of GCs before interacting with the soft photons,
it would be possible to detect extended 𝛾-ray emission from GCs.
Measuring this extended emission may help us to investigate at least
two different phenomena: i) how the neutron stars sink to the core
of GCs with distinct dynamical properties, and ii) how relativistic
leptons propagate in the interior of GCs.

We look for extended 𝛾-ray emission from the 5 GCs with the
largest optical half-light radii (HLRs) detected with the Fermi-LAT,
namely NGC 104, NGC 5139, NGC 6656, NGC 6397, and NGC
6752. To improve the resolution of the LAT data with respect to the
analysis described in §3.2, this time we only use photons with more
than 1 GeV, and a bin size of 0.02◦ (instead of 0.1◦). To assess the
significance of these results, we build a control sample by repeating
the analysis for 100 blazars, which are expected to be point-like.
These blazars are listed in 4FGL-DR3 and have fluxes (> 1 GeV)
and Galactic latitudes similar to those of the 5 GCs tested here
(more details in §4.3). The best-fit extension is found by performing
a likelihood profile scan over the source width (68% containment)
in 15 equally spaced width intervals from 0.02◦ up to 0.3◦, and
fitting for the extension that maximizes the likelihood of the adopted
models, which are a 2D radial Gaussian and a disk. The results are
shown in §4.3.

4 RESULTS

The results from the RoI fits performed in the Fermi-LAT data are
shown in Table 1. We find a total of 39 GCs with TS > 16, seven
of which are not listed as GCs in 4FGL-DR3: NGC 6380, NGC
6517, and NGC 6723, which have no counterpart in 4FGL-DR3;
Terzan 6, which is associated in 4FGL-DR3 with the unknown X-
ray source 1RXS J175042.7-310312; and NGC 6342, NGC 6528,
and NGC 6637, lying within the error ellipse of the unidentified 𝛾-
ray sources (UGSs) 4FGL J1720.8-1937, 4FGL J1804.9-3001, and
4FGL J1830.7-3219, respectively. Except for the 5 GCs mentioned
in the last paragraph of §2 (i.e. Terzan 1 and the 4 GCs not included
in our analysis due to the absence of a reliable value for the stellar
encounter rate), all GCs listed in 4FGL-DR3 are also detected in this
work.

Most of the GCs in our sample are well described by a PLEC
spectrum (Eq. 4), however, for 13 GCs, we adopt a log-parabola (Eq.
5) model. We favor the log-parabola model only when the fitting
of the PLEC spectrum is not possible (typically for targets with TS
< 80) or when the significance of the log-parabola model is at least
2𝜎 higher than that achieved for the PLEC model (this is true only
for NGC 6440 and NGC 6441).

MNRAS 000, 1–12 (2023)
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Name Γ 𝑁P TS eFlux Norm 𝛼 𝐸c 𝛽

10−12 erg cm−2 s−1 10−13 cm−2 s−1 MeV−1 GeV

NGC 104 1000.0+154.0
−134.0 29 12124.76 23.86 ± 0.45 73.10 ± 2.70 1.32 ± 0.05 2.77 ± 0.20 –

NGC 1851 1530.0+198.0
−186.0 15 65.66 1.12 ± 0.20 2.39 ± 0.43 2.30 ± 0.24 – 0.14 ± 0.08

NGC 1904 116.0+67.6
−44.7 0 66.41 1.41 ± 0.22 3.55 ± 0.82 2.28 ± 0.34 7.23 ± 6.86 –

NGC 2808 923.0+67.2
−82.7 0 196.68 2.95 ± 0.27 8.58 ± 1.41 1.88 ± 0.23 4.04 ± 1.73 –

NGC 362 735.0+137.0
−117.0 5 42.16 0.80 ± 0.18 1.88 ± 0.56 1.73 ± 0.56 5.48 ± 5.34 –

NGC 5139 90.4+26.3
−20.4 18 1423.60 10.24 ± 0.41 41.05 ± 4.00 1.12 ± 0.14 1.92 ± 0.28 –

NGC 5286 458.0+58.4
−60.7 0 31.92 1.57 ± 0.33 3.52 ± 0.90 2.28 ± 0.37 11.67 ± 8.58 –

NGC 5904 164.0+38.6
−30.4 7 61.57 1.12 ± 0.29 2.77 ± 0.88 1.35 ± 0.88 – 0.65 ± 0.49

NGC 6093 532.0+59.1
−68.8 0 127.40 3.15 ± 0.38 6.36 ± 1.26 1.54 ± 0.19 5.83 ± 1.76 –

NGC 6139 307.0+95.4
−82.1 0 101.24 3.66 ± 0.51 11.51 ± 2.59 1.41 ± 0.42 2.82 ± 1.32 –

NGC 6205 68.9+18.1
−14.6 6 19.06 0.37 ± 0.12 0.46 ± 0.34 1.00* – 0.73 ± 0.44

NGC 6218 13.0+5.44
−4.03 2 49.33 1.14 ± 0.33 1.69 ± 0.30 0.97 ± 0.12 5.10 ± 1.01 –

NGC 6266 1670.0+709.0
−569.0 9 1727.84 16.71 ± 0.60 52.16 ± 3.47 1.41 ± 0.11 2.84 ± 0.38 –

NGC 6304 123.0+53.8
−22.0 0 49.30 2.12 ± 0.39 8.95 ± 0.63 0.37 ± 0.28 1.41 ± 0.11 –

NGC 6316 77.0+25.4
−14.8 0 361.57 8.76 ± 0.62 25.25 ± 2.87 1.54 ± 0.19 3.41 ± 0.87 –

NGC 6341** 270.0+30.1
−29.0 1 111.87 1.50 ± 0.18 6.47 ± 2.15 1.86 ± 0.39 2.00 ± 1.01 –

NGC 6342 44.8+14.4
−12.5 2 55.15 2.79 ± 0.49 2.96 ± 2.90 2.15 ± 0.26 3.00 ± 0.24 –

NGC 6380 116.0+19.1
−14.2 0 31.12 2.13 ± 0.42 4.47 ± 1.29 0.93 ± 0.27 – 0.75 ± 0.01

NGC 6388 899.0+238.0
−213.0 0 1628.64 15.47 ± 0.52 50.19 ± 3.24 1.49 ± 0.08 2.82 ± 0.31 –

NGC 6397 84.1+18.3
−18.3 2 56.82 1.84 ± 0.30 5.00 ± 0.89 2.28 ± 0.25 – 0.40 ± 0.19

NGC 6402 124.0+31.8
−30.2 5 85.64 3.09 ± 0.39 9.06 ± 1.92 1.77 ± 0.22 3.78 ± 1.41 –

NGC 6440 1400.0+628.0
−477.0 8 455.73 12.10 ± 0.74 27.33 ± 1.79 2.13 ± 0.10 – 0.23 ± 0.06

NGC 6441 2300.0+974.0
−635.0 9 760.85 12.22 ± 0.53 28.70 ± 1.31 2.13 ± 0.05 – 0.26 ± 0.01

NGC 6517 338.0+152.0
−97.5 17 23.34 2.09 ± 0.48 4.80 ± 1.35 1.75 ± 0.25 – 0.38 ± 0.01

NGC 6528 278.0+114.0
−49.5 0 48.97 3.60 ± 0.55 2.22 ± 1.67 2.01 ± 0.11 3.58 ± 1.17 –

NGC 6541 386.0+95.2
−63.1 0 156.16 3.14 ± 0.31 9.15 ± 1.79 1.42 ± 0.21 3.12 ± 0.94 –

NGC 6637 89.9+36.0
−18.1 0 38.60 1.82 ± 0.41 3.70 ± 0.92 1.96 ± 0.39 – 0.21 ± 0.19

NGC 6652 700.0+292.0
−189.0 2 180.10 3.77 ± 0.34 11.78 ± 2.03 1.71 ± 0.20 3.30 ± 1.07 –

NGC 6656 77.5+31.9
−25.9 4 143.75 3.92 ± 0.31 25.83 ± 1.04 1.09 ± 0.55 1.22 ± 0.08 –

NGC 6681 1040.0+267.0
−192.0 0 27.29 1.10 ± 0.26 2.05 ± 0.89 1.23 ± 0.39 – 0.49 ± 0.15

NGC 6712 30.8+5.63
−6.64 1 35.37 2.59 ± 0.62 6.71 ± 1.55 2.34 ± 0.38 – 0.32 ± 0.31

NGC 6715 2520.0+226.0
−274.0 0 20.46 1.17 ± 0.29 3.28 ± 1.26 1.69 ± 0.40 3.89 ± 2.33 –

NGC 6717 39.8+21.8
−13.7 0 121.49 3.00 ± 0.43 10.46 ± 2.66 1.25 ± 0.44 2.25 ± 1.00 –

NGC 6723 11.4+8.01
−4.39 0 25.42 1.25 ± 0.34 2.72 ± 0.78 2.01 ± 0.44 – 0.26 ± 0.23

NGC 6752 401.0+182.0
−126.0 9 384.60 3.34 ± 0.25 15.71 ± 2.77 1.17 ± 0.27 1.67 ± 0.40 –

NGC 7078 4510.0+1360.0
−986.0 9 118.00 2.01 ± 0.27 20.67 ± 0.41 0.92 ± 0.55 0.85 ± 0.05 –

Terzan 2 22.1+28.6
−14.4 0 96.22 5.22 ± 1.09 15.36 ± 0.53 0.93 ± 0.56 2.34 ± 0.41 –

Terzan 5 6800.0+1040.0
−3020.0 42 6631.77 70.53 ± 1.20 194.64 ± 5.64 1.67 ± 0.04 3.94 ± 0.26 –

Terzan 6 2470.0+5070.0
−1720.0 0 80.18 6.38 ± 0.72 13.12 ± 3.01 0.90 ± 0.48 – 1.10 ± 0.30

Table 1. The 39 GCs in our sample detected by Fermi-LAT with TS > 16. The columns represent the GC name, two-body encounter rate Γ (normalized such
that ΓNGC104 = 1000), number of pulsars detected in radio 𝑁P (as of January 2023), TS, integrated energy flux from 0.3 to 300 GeV, normalization and curvature
parameters of the spectral models described by Eqs. 4 and 5. The “*” indicates a fixed parameter. The “**” indicates a GC for which the 𝛾-ray emission is
possibly dominated by a single MSP (Zhang et al. 2023).

The results shown in Table 1 allow us to quickly investigate the
spectra of the GCs and to check if they are consistent with a pop-
ulation of MSPs. In Fig. 1 we summarize the results of Table 1
by comparing the distributions of spectral energy peak (𝐸peak) and
spectral index (𝛼) of the GCs with those of different populations
listed in 4FGL. The values for 𝐸peak are found by multiplying Eqs.
4 and 5 by E2 and setting their first derivatives to zero, such that
𝐸peak = 𝐸c (2 + 𝛼) for the PLEC model, and 𝐸peak = 𝐸0𝑒

(2−𝛼)/2𝛽

for the log-parabola one. On the left panel of Fig. 1, we identify the
regions corresponding to different classes of astrophysical sources in
the log-parabola 𝐸peak × 𝛼 space by simply collecting these param-
eters from high-significance (> 30𝜎) identified 𝛾-ray sources listed
in 4FGL-DR3 (i.e. those sources for which the association with a
low-energy counterpart is guaranteed7). These regions are shown in

7 As defined in the 4FGL paper (Abdollahi et al. 2020), a 𝛾-ray source is

different colors together with the data points for the GCs and rep-
resent the typical spectral parameters of these populations averaged
over 12 years of Fermi-LAT observations. We repeat this process on
the right panel of Fig. 1 for the PLEC model, although this time we
adopt 4FGL-DR2 (Ballet et al. 2020) because it uses a PLEC model
similar to the one defined in Eq. 4, except for the exponential factor,
which is given by 𝑎𝐸𝑏 instead of 𝐸/𝐸c, where 𝑎 and 𝑏 are constants.
Since 4FGL-DR2 doesn’t provide a value for 𝐸peak, we compute it
ourselves as 𝐸peak = 𝑏

√︁
(2 − 𝛼)/𝑎𝑏 (note that there are no real values

for 𝐸peak if 𝛼 > 2).

considered as identified based on pulsations, correlated variability or corre-
lated angular sizes with observations at other wavelengths. On the other hand,
a 𝛾-ray source is considered associated when an association probability is
attributed to it based mainly on spatial coincidence and relative radio or X-ray
brightness.
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Figure 1. The distribution of 𝛾-ray GCs in the 𝐸peak × 𝛼 space for the log-parabola (left) and PLEC (right) models. Each colored region represents the
distributions of 𝐸peak and 𝛼 values of a specific astrophysical class listed in 4FGL, where PSR stands for identified young pulsars, MSP for identified millisecond
pulsars, FSRQ for identified flat spectrum radio quasars, and BLL for identified BL Lacs. The green solid line on the left panel represents the region occupied
by associated MSPs, which is substantially broader than the region occupied by the identified MSPs, and is consistent with all data points within their error bars.
The orange and magenta points represent the GCs detected with Fermi-LAT in this work for which 𝐸peak > 0.3 GeV (i.e. the minimum energy set in §2). As
expected, the spectral features of GCs resemble those of MSPs.

Almost all GCs lie in regions consistent with MSPs, leaving little
room for false-positive detections, as e.g. due to a background blazar.
Among the five outliers in the left panel of Figure 1, one of them (i.e.
NGC 6205) was forced to have 𝛼 = 1 in our fit due to low statistics,
as shown in Table 1, while the other four GCs are still consistent
with the MSP region in the condition that we build this region using
the identified and the associated MSPs listed in 4FGL-DR3 (i.e. the
green region in the left panel of Figure 1 gets broader). Other exotic
possibilities for the interpretation of the 𝛾-ray emission from GCs
can be found in literature (Feng et al. 2012; Brown et al. 2018; Evans
et al. 2022a,b), but they are beyond the scope of this work. For the
GCs with TS < 16, we provide the integrated energy flux (from 0.3
to 300 GeV) upper limits in Appendix A.

4.1 The formation of compact binary systems

If compact binaries dominate the X-ray emission in GCs and are
mainly formed in stellar close encounters, we must see a linear cor-
relation between the total number of X-ray sources,𝑁𝑥 , and the stellar
encounter rate Γ. In Fig. 2 we see that, for high values of Γ (i.e. Γ ≳
100, or 10% the value of Γ for NGC 104), this correlation is indeed
linear within the errors of the fit. The fit here is performed with an
orthogonal distance regression since we have error bars in both vari-
ables 𝑁𝑥 and Γ, and includes only GCs with Γ > 100. The Pearson
coefficient for linear correlation,𝐶P = 0.879, is quite high, indicating
that these variables are indeed correlated. Furthermore, the p-value
for non-correlation, 𝑝nc = 1.6×10−7, is very small. If instead we use
all GCs when performing the fit, the Pearson correlation coefficient
decreases to 𝐶P = 0.759 (which is still a relatively high value) and
the p-value for non-correlation becomes 𝑝nc = 1.15 × 10−6.

For GCs with Γ < 100, we see an increase in the total number of
X-ray sources with respect to what is expected from the fit. This may
be a hint that, for GCs where stellar encounters are not that frequent,

there must be another mechanism forming compact binaries, or even
that low values of Γ in a GC favor another kind of X-ray emitting
astrophysical process unrelated to the compact binaries. One of the
possibilities that we investigate is if primordial binaries, made of
two stars with equal masses 𝑀1 = 𝑀2 = 0.5 M⊙ and separated by
a distance of 1 astronomical unity (herein 𝐷⊕), born in the GCs
have enough time to shrink until becoming a compact binary (i.e.
until reaching 𝑎GW, the orbital separation at which the energy loss
via gravitational waves is higher than the loss via stellar encounters.
More details in §4.2). This shrinking time, 𝑡enc, is represented by
the color bar in Fig. 2 and its detailed calculation is shown in §4.2.
The exact values for the shrinking times here are not very important,
since we choose quite generic parameters for the test binary system,
however, they give us an idea of which GCs require the longest time
for a primordial binary to shrink. We see that the primordial binaries
in GCs with Γ < 100 take, on average, longer times to shrink than the
binaries in GCs with Γ > 100. We therefore conclude that, whatever
the mechanism generating these X-ray sources, it is unlikely that they
are compact binaries formed by either close stellar encounters or the
shrinkage of primordial binaries.

We repeat this analysis with 𝛾-ray data, but this time using the
isotropic luminosity, 𝐿𝛾 , of the GCs instead of counting sources,
since the resolution of Fermi-LAT does not allow for it. In Fig. 3
we see that there is also a linear correlation between 𝐿𝛾 and Γ,
although it presents a higher scatter. The Pearson coefficient for
linear correlation in this case is 𝐶P = 0.585 and the p-value for non-
correlation is 𝑝nc = 1.34 × 10−3, indicating a weaker correlation
with respect to what we see in Fig. 2. The higher scatter in this fit
may be explained by whether or not each cluster has been able to
form a high- ¤𝐸 MSP (i.e. ¤𝐸 = 1035 ∼ 1036 erg s−1), as observed in a
few clusters (Freire et al. 2011; Johnson et al. 2013), which dominate
the 𝛾-ray emission. In Fig. 3 we also see that three of the upper limits
breaking the fit belong to GCs with at least 5 MSPs detected in radio
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Figure 2. Correlation between the total number of X-ray sources and the
stellar encounter rate Γ. The vertical black line denotes 10% of the value
of ΓNGC104. The color bar represents the timescale (𝑡enc) that a primordial
binary, where the stars have masses 𝑀1 = 𝑀2 = 0.5 M⊙ , takes to shrink
from 𝐷⊕ until the separation where the loss of energy via gravitational waves
becomes relevant, 𝑎GW.

(magenta points), indicating that there are 𝛾-ray sources in these GCs
but their 𝛾-ray emission is too weak to be detected by LAT. The fit
here is again performed with an orthogonal distance regression and,
based on the X-ray analysis described in the previous paragraphs, we
include in the fit only the GCs with Γ > 100. We see some hint of
excess 𝛾-ray emission for GCs with Γ < 100, although it is not as
evident as the excess observed in Fig. 2. If instead we use all GCs in
the fit, the Pearson coefficient slightly decreases to𝐶P = 0.55 and the
p-value for non-correlation becomes 𝑝nc = 2.9 × 10−4, indicating
that the 𝐿𝛾 × Γ correlation found here is similar but a bit weaker
than those found by Hui et al. (2010) and de Menezes et al. (2019),
although these authors used a different approach for computing Γ.

The high scatter observed for the 𝐿𝛾 × Γ correlation may also
mean that in some GCs the compact binaries do not evolve or had
no time to evolve into MSPs. For instance, if the fraction of white
dwarfs with respect to the total number of neutron stars in a GC
is too high (as a consequence of the stellar initial mass function of
the GC), the compact binaries may not evolve into 𝛾-ray MSPs but
could still be bright X-ray sources (in some cases, however, the white
dwarf will reach the conditions for collapsing into a neutron star via
electron-capture supernovae, as discussed in §1).

4.2 Subsequent encounters and binary hardening

In the context of the Heggie-Hills law (see §1), the compact binaries
in the core of a GC will get harder after a close encounter if

𝐺𝑚c𝑚★

𝑎
> 𝑚★𝜎

2,

where 𝑚c is the mass of a compact object, 𝑎 is the semi-major axis
of the binary orbit, 𝜎 is the velocity dispersion in the core of the GC,
and 𝑚★ is the mass of a typical star in a GC (𝑚★ ≈ 0.5 M⊙). This
means that the binaries will shrink only if

𝑎 <
𝐺𝑚c
𝜎2 . (6)

We can actually rewrite this expression in the context of Eq. 2, since
Λ depends on 𝑎. So there is a limit Λ𝑙𝑖𝑚 = 𝐾𝑛𝐺𝑚c/𝜎3 (where 𝐾

is a constant) at which the binary-single star encounters will tend to
ionize the binaries. We then define the term

𝜆 =
Λ

Λ𝑙𝑖𝑚
=
𝐾𝑛𝑎

𝜎

𝜎3

𝐾𝑛𝐺𝑚c
=
𝑎𝜎2

𝐺𝑚c
(7)

as the normalized encounter rate per formed binary, such that if𝜆 > 1,
the binaries in the GC are typically ionized by stellar encounters. On
the other hand, if 𝜆 < 1, the stellar encounters tend to help the
binaries to get more and more compact.

Since we know that binaries formed in stellar close encounters
must have very compact orbits, with a maximum distance of a few
(𝑎 ≤ 10 𝑅★) stellar radii after circularization (see §1), if we substitute
𝑎 ≈ 10 𝑅★ (where 𝑅★ ≈ 0.4 R⊙ for a star with 𝑚★ ≈ 0.5 M⊙) and
assume 𝑚c = 1.5 M⊙ (as for a typical neutron star) in Eq. 7, we
can tell if these encounters are ionizing or shrinking the binaries in
the cores of each GC in our sample by simply knowing their central
dispersion velocities 𝜎.

In Fig. 4, we show the nuclear values of 𝜆 in two distinct situa-
tions. On the left side of the plot, we compute 𝜆 for the cores of all
GCs detected in 𝛾 rays assuming that the compact binary systems
have been formed in stellar close encounters, where the mass of the
compact object is 𝑚c = 1.5 M⊙ , the mass of the main sequence
companion star is 𝑚★ = 0.5 M⊙ , the central velocity dispersion (𝜎)
is collected for each GC from the database described in §2, and the
orbital separation is 𝑎 = 10𝑅★ = 4R⊙ . (This is a quite conservative
orbital separation. The final circularized radius would typically be
smaller than that.) We see that in this case 𝜆 always presents val-
ues below 10−2, indicating that close stellar encounters with tidally
formed compact binaries in the cores of GCs actually make the bina-
ries shrink even more. This seems to be true for all GCs tested here
simply because the kinetic temperature of the stars in the cores of
GCs is too low (i.e. 𝜎 is too small).

For comparison, on the right side of Fig. 4, we plot the values of 𝜆
for the same GCs considering primordial binaries where the two stars
have 0.5 M⊙ and are separated by a maximum distance equal to the
orbital radius of the Earth, 𝐷⊕ = 1 AU. Even for these softer binaries,
the stellar close encounters will, on average, shrink the systems even
more.

We do not observe any significant dependency of the 𝛾-ray lumi-
nosity 𝐿𝛾 on 𝜆, meaning that the encounter rate per formed binary
may not be important for the evolution of close compact binaries into
MSPs. Indeed, the timescales involved in the shrinking of binaries
by stellar flybys are very large, sometimes even larger than the Hub-
ble time, as shown by the color bar in Fig. 4, which was computed
according to the relation below (Quinlan 1996; Merritt 2001):

𝑑𝑎

𝑑𝑡
=

2𝜋𝐺𝑚★𝑛𝜉

𝜎
𝑎2 −→ 𝑡enc =

𝜎

2𝜋𝐺𝑚★𝑛𝜉

1
𝑎

����𝑎 𝑓

𝑎0

, (8)

where, for the left side of the plot, 𝑎 𝑓 is assumed as the tidal radius
(i.e. 𝑎 𝑓 ≈ 𝑅★(2𝑚c/𝑚★)1/3 ≈ 1.8𝑅★ ∼ 2𝑅★), 𝑎0 = 10𝑅★ is the
initial circularized orbital radius, 𝑛 is the core number density, and 𝜉
is the post-encounter energy parameter, here assumed to be 1. This is
a very uncertain dimensionless parameter of order unity that depends
on the binary orbital eccentricity, the mass ratio (𝑚c+𝑚★)/𝑚★, and is
averaged over all angular variables describing the binary’s orientation
and phase (for a detailed discussion on 𝜉, we refer the reader to Eq.
8 in Quinlan 1996). Larger values of 𝜉 imply a larger exchange of
energy during the encounters, meaning that the binary would shrink
faster. We therefore conclude that stellar close encounters indeed act
in favor of shrinking the compact binaries formed in stellar flybys in
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Figure 4. The 𝛾-ray luminosity vs. the normalized encounter rate per formed binary, 𝜆. We see that all GCs present 𝜆 ≪ 1 for compact binaries (left side),
meaning that the secondary stellar encounters will on average make the binaries harder. On the right side of the figure we test the effect of secondary encounters
in a primordial binary made of equal-mass stars with 0.5 M⊙ . We see that even in this case, the secondary encounters tend to make the binaries harder. The color
bar gives the shrinking time of these binaries due to secondary encounters: even if these encounters help in shrinking the binary, they are quite inefficient.

GCs, however, this is a very inefficient process. These binaries may
shrink mainly by other processes, such as angular momentum losses
via winds, mass transfer, tides, and/or gravitational waves.

Similarly, for the softer binaries represented on the right side of
Fig. 4, we assume 𝑎0 = 𝐷⊕ and 𝑎 𝑓 = 𝑎GW, which is the orbital
radius at which the loss of energy via gravitational waves is already
more efficient than the loss by stellar encounters. We compute 𝑎GW
by dividing the encounters hardening timescale (Eq. 8) by the gravi-
tational wave orbital decay timescale (Peters 1964), such that:

𝑎GW =

(
256𝐺2𝑚c (𝑚c + 𝑚★)𝜎
10𝜋𝜉 (1 − 𝑒2)7/2𝑐5𝑛

)1/5
, (9)

where 𝑒 ≡ 0.1 is the orbital eccentricity. The shrinkage timescale
in both sides of Fig. 4 is roughly the same and happens because the

smaller the orbital separation 𝑎, the more difficult it is for the binary
to shrink further. Indeed, for 18 of the 𝛾-ray GCs in our sample,
the loss of energy via gravitational waves is already more efficient
than stellar encounters at 10𝑅★. The smallest value for 𝑎GW is found
for NGC 7078 (M15) at 3.5𝑅★, while the largest is found for NGC
5139 (Ω Cen) at 22.0𝑅★, such that stellar encounters are much more
important for orbital decay in GCs with dynamical properties similar
to NGC 7078 than those similar to NGC 5139. We list the dynamical
parameters for compact binaries in Table 2.

4.3 Looking for extended emission

The beamed 𝛾 rays generated in the outer magnetosphere of MSPs
in GCs must appear to Fermi-LAT as point-like sources since the
MSPs are expected to quickly sink to the clusters’ cores via dy-
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Name 𝜆 [10−3] 𝑡enc [Gyr] 𝑎GW [𝑅★] 𝜎0 [km/s]

NGC 104 2.5 216.0 12.2 11.9
NGC 1851 2.1 2.6 5.0 11.0
NGC 1904 0.7 89.5 10.2 6.5
NGC 2808 3.5 165.2 11.6 14.1
NGC 362 1.3 78.2 9.9 8.6
NGC 5139 5.5 4235.3 22.1 17.7
NGC 5286 1.7 63.9 9.6 9.7
NGC 5904 1.1 655.4 15.2 7.9
NGC 6093 2.1 66.1 9.6 11.0
NGC 6139 2.3 21.4 7.7 11.5
NGC 6205 1.6 1828.3 18.7 9.4
NGC 6218 0.4 1514.1 18.0 4.8
NGC 6266 4.1 46.1 9.0 15.3
NGC 6304 0.5 26.9 8.0 5.5
NGC 6316 1.2 170.9 11.6 8.2
NGC 6341 1.2 277.5 12.8 8.4
NGC 6342 0.3 129.5 11.0 4.4
NGC 6380 1.2 680.3 15.3 8.2
NGC 6388 5.3 33.8 8.4 17.4
NGC 6397 0.5 0.9 4.1 5.3
NGC 6402 1.7 2315.0 19.6 9.9
NGC 6440 3.7 39.2 8.7 14.6
NGC 6441 6.4 52.5 9.2 19.1
NGC 6517 1.7 8.8 6.4 9.9
NGC 6528 0.4 115.1 10.7 4.7
NGC 6541 1.3 3.7 5.4 8.6
NGC 6637 0.7 581.1 14.9 6.1
NGC 6652 0.4 56.1 9.3 4.9
NGC 6656 1.4 424.9 14.0 8.9
NGC 6681 0.9 1.4 4.5 7.1
NGC 6712 0.5 1087.6 16.8 5.1
NGC 6715 6.5 54.0 9.2 19.2
NGC 6717 0.2 59.9 9.4 3.3
NGC 6723 0.5 2566.1 20.0 5.5
NGC 6752 1.0 3.8 5.4 7.6
NGC 7078 3.0 0.4 3.5 13.1
Terzan 2 0.6 101.1 10.5 5.7
Terzan 5 4.2 79.3 10.0 15.5
Terzan 6 1.2 59.3 9.4 8.4

Table 2. The dynamical parameters for compact binaries in the GCs detected
with the Fermi-LAT. We see that all GCs present 𝜆 ≪ 1, meaning that the
secondary stellar encounters will on average make the binaries harder. For
18 GCs, the loss of energy via gravitational waves is already more important
than stellar encounters at an orbital distance of 10 𝑅★ (as given by 𝑎GW) and
the shrinking timescales due to encounters only, 𝑡enc, is really large. The last
column gives the dispersion velocity in the cores of the GCs.

namical friction (see §3.2.1). In contrast, relativistic leptons leaking
from the magnetospheres of MSPs can propagate within GCs and
upscatter ambient thermal photons to the 𝛾-ray domain (Bednarek
& Sitarek 2007; Zajczyk et al. 2013; Bednarek et al. 2016), similar
to what we observe in the surroundings of stars (Orlando & Strong
2008; de Menezes et al. 2021). This propagation is roughly isotropic,
meaning that the resulting 𝛾-ray emission is independent of the ori-
entation of the MSPs with respect to the observer (see Venter et al.
2009; Bednarek & Sobczak 2014, for a detailed discussion on this
topic). This propagation, however, is not well understood and could,
in principle, allow the leptons to leave the cores of the clusters be-
fore interacting with the soft photons, possibly resulting in extended,
and not necessarily spherical, 𝛾-ray emission (Bednarek & Sobczak
2014). There is a hint for this kind of extended emission (in this case,
non-spherical) in the VHE observations of Terzan 5 (Abramowski

et al. 2011; Ndiyavala et al. 2019), but it is still a matter of investiga-
tion if the observed 𝛾-rays are indeed associated to this GC.

In Table 3 we show the 68% containment radii (R68) for a disk-
and a 2D-Gaussian extended emission models applied to the 5 GCs
with the largest optical HLRs detected with Fermi-LAT, where the
HLR here gives us a rough idea of the expected angular size of
the GCs if the 𝛾 rays are generated by the upscattering of thermal
photons within the GC. For comparison, we apply the same models to
a sample of 100 blazars randomly selected from 4FGL-DR3 (given
that blazars are expected to be point-like sources). This sample is
divided into five groups, each one containing 20 blazars with similar
Galactic latitude (𝑏) and 𝛾-ray flux above 1 GeV (𝐹𝛾) to one of
the 5 GCs analysed, i.e. 𝑏GC − 5◦ < 𝑏blazar < 𝑏GC + 5◦, and
𝐹𝛾,GC/5 < 𝐹𝛾,blazar < 5 × 𝐹𝛾,GC. The last four columns of Table
3 show the median values of TS and median 68% containment radii
for each one of these five groups. We found no strong evidence for
extended emission for any of the tested targets. The GCs NGC 6656
and NGC 6752 are those presenting the largest values for R68 when
compared with the control sample, but even in these cases, extended
emission cannot be claimed due to the relatively small values of TSd
and TSG. This is a somewhat expected result in the energy band of
Fermi-LAT since the bulk of this extended 𝛾-ray emission is expected
to peak at TeV energies (Bednarek & Sitarek 2007; Venter et al. 2009;
Zajczyk et al. 2013).

4.3.1 The special case of Omega Centauri

Although we found no significant extended 𝛾-ray emission from any
GC, we noticed a peculiarity when analyzing the RoI of Ω Centauri
(i.e. NGC 5139): there are two patches of extended 𝛾-ray emission
mixed with several UGSs extending northwest and northeast from
the cluster. A deeper analysis reveals that these patches and UGSs
may actually be present due to residual 𝛾-ray emission from the
extended lobes of the background radio galaxy Centaurus A. Indeed,
the observation of this excess 𝛾-ray emission surrounding Centaurus
A has already been discussed in literature (Yang et al. 2012; Abdollahi
et al. 2020), however, it is not considered in the 4FGL catalog due
to the lack of an updated morphological study for this source. The
current model adopted in 4FGL for the Centaurus A lobes is based
on WMAP 22 GHz data (Abdo et al. 2010a), which does not account
for all of the extended emission seen in 𝛾 rays.

On the left panel of Fig. 5, we show the TS map of an RoI centered
on Centaurus A superposed with the radio contours observed with the
Parkes telescope at 408 MHz (Haslam et al. 1981) and with Planck
at 30 GHz8. These contours seem to account for much more of the
excess 𝛾-ray emission than the WMAP 22 GHz template adopted in
4FGL. In this panel, all of the UGSs in the RoI (green crosses), as
well as the GC Ω Centauri (blue dot) and the blazar 4FGL J1328.5-
4727 (magenta square), are not included in the model, such that
their emission is highlighted in the TS map. On the right panel of
Fig. 5, we show the same RoI after modeling all sources excluded
from the previous plot (i.e. a residuals TS map). Even in this case
there is some residual 𝛾-ray emission related to the lobes, in a TS
range of 10 ≲ TS ≲ 30. The radio contours adopted here start at 3
times the root mean square of the background and increase in equally
logarithmic-spaced intensity intervals.

8 Observations obtained with Planck (http://www.esa.int/Planck), an
ESA science mission with instruments and contributions directly funded by
ESA Member States, NASA, and Canada.
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Name TSd R68,d TSG R68,G HLR T̃S20
d R̃20

68,d T̃S20
G R̃20

68,G

NGC 104 3.73 2.9′ ± 0.6′ 3.59 2.4′ ± 0.6′ 2.8′ 1.15 2.3′ ± 0.8′ 1.01 2.0′ ± 0.8′
NGC 5139 2.41 3.9′ ± 1.2′ 2.36 3.6′ ± 1.2′ 4.8′ 1.72 3.0′ ± 0.9′ 1.49 3.0′ ± 1.0′
NGC 6397 0.82 4.8′ ± 3.0′ 0.60 4.2′ ± 3.6′ 3.0′ 1.81 3.9′ ± 0.7′ 1.81 3.7′ ± 0.8′
NGC 6656 1.27 8.3′ ± 6.1′ 1.39 10.0′ ± 7.4′ 3.3′ 0.45 1.2′ ± 0.7′ 0.51 1.2′ ± 0.7′
NGC 6752 4.39 7.2′ ± 2.4′ 4.60 7.2′ ± 2.4′ 2.4′ 0.16 1.4′ ± 1.1′ 0.13 1.2′ ± 1.2′

Table 3. Looking for extended emission in the 5 GCs with the largest optical HLRs detected with Fermi-LAT. The symbols R68,d and R68,G refer to the 68%
containment radii for a disk and a 2D-Gaussian models, respectively, while TSd and TSG are their respective values of TS. For each GC, we randomly select a
control sample of 20 𝛾-ray blazars that have Galactic latitudes and 𝛾-ray fluxes similar to that of the cluster, and then look for extended emission in all of them
(see text for details). The last four columns represent the median values of TS and 68% confidence radii for these samples. Although the values of R68 for all
GCs are slightly larger than the median values of the control samples, we have no significant sign of extended 𝛾-ray emission.
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Figure 5. TS maps in the energy range 0.3–300 GeV centered in Centaurus A. Left: RoI model excluding all UGSs, Ω Centauri/NGC5139 (blue dot at the
bottom), and one nearby blazar (magenta square), where we can see the excess 𝛾-ray emission in the surroundings of Centaurus A. We see that the Parkes (white)
and/or Planck (orange) radio contours account for much more of the observed 𝛾-ray emission, and therefore several of the UGSs in this field (green crosses) are
not actually independent point-like 𝛾-ray sources. Right: Residuals TS map for the same RoI. Even after modeling all of the sources listed in 4FGL-DR3, there
is still a blurred excess of TS in the range 10 ≲ TS ≲ 30.

4.4 Candidates for radio follow up

Several GCs detected with the Fermi-LAT have no MSP detected in
radio (see column “NP” in Table 1), as of January 2023, which can
simply happen due to an insufficient radio coverage of these GCs.
Indeed, there are also a few clusters for which we have the opposite
case: there are pulsars (MSP + young) detected in radio9 but no
significant 𝛾-ray emission, as shown in Table 4 and by the magenta
upper limits in Fig. 3.

Since the 𝛾-ray and radio emission from MSPs are beamed (Abdo
et al. 2009b), the isotropic 𝛾-ray luminosity and the number of radio-
detected MSPs in a GC are not good representations of the total
number of MSPs it contains, but can rather be used to set lower
limits on this number. The total number of MSPs in a GC can be
more reliably estimated by the following relations:

𝑁𝑇 =
4𝜋
𝜔𝛾

𝐿𝛾

⟨ ¤𝐸⟩⟨𝜂𝛾⟩
, (10)

9 http://www.naic.edu/~pfreire/GCpsr.html

Name 𝑁P TS

NGC 5024 5 9
NGC 5272 5 4
NGC 6522 6 0
NGC 7089 6 0
NGC 7099 2 0
Terzan 1* 7 3

Table 4. GCs with pulsars detected in radio (𝑁P) but with no significant
𝛾-ray emission (TS < 16). The GC tagged with “*” is listed in 4FGL-DR3
as a 𝛾-ray source, however, in our analysis, it lies outside the 99% confidence
region of the nearest 𝛾-ray source. We then model and subtract this nearby
source from the RoI and are left with an upper limit for Terzan 1 (see the first
magenta point on the left in Fig. 3).

where 𝜔𝛾 is the typical solid angle covered by the 𝛾-ray emission
from an MSP, 𝐿𝛾 is the cluster’s isotropic 𝛾-ray luminosity, ⟨ ¤𝐸⟩ =

(1.8 ± 0.7) × 1034 erg/s is the average power emitted during the
spin-down of MSPs, and ⟨𝜂𝛾⟩ = 0.08 (both values from Abdo et al.
2010b) is the average efficiency with which the spin-down power is
converted into 𝛾-ray luminosity; and
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Name Nexpec

NGC 2808 2 ∼ 6
NGC 6093 2 ∼ 7
NGC 6316 5 ∼ 22
NGC 6388 9 ∼ 40
NGC 6541 1 ∼ 4

Table 5. The expected number of detectable radio MSPs in the brightest GCs
detected with the Fermi-LAT that have no pulsars detected in radio to date.
All these GCs are excellent targets for a radio follow-up.

𝑁T =
4𝜋
𝜔rad

𝑁rad, (11)

where 𝜔rad is the typical solid angle covered by the radio emission
from an MSP and 𝑁rad is the total number of MSPs observed in radio
(assuming that the radio observations are deep enough to prevent
detection bias). In principle, we don’t know what are the appropriate
values for 𝜔𝛾 and 𝜔rad, but we can, however, estimate the fraction
𝜔𝛾 /𝜔rad by dividing Eq. 10 by Eq. 11:

𝜔𝛾

𝜔𝑟𝑎𝑑
=

𝐿𝛾

⟨ ¤𝐸⟩⟨𝜂𝛾⟩𝑁rad
. (12)

This fraction tells us how large the 𝛾-ray emitting region is if com-
pared to the radio-emitting region. If we use the parameters of NGC
104 in Eq. 12, we get

𝜔𝛾

𝜔𝑟𝑎𝑑

����
NGC104

= 1.4 ± 0.9. (13)

We focus on NGC 104 because it has one of the largest populations
of radio-detected MSPs (see Table 1), has the highest significance
among the GCs observed by Fermi-LAT, is one of the closest GCs
to the Solar System, and is quite far from the Galactic disk (for more
details on the observations of MSPs in NGC 104, we refer the reader
to Camilo et al. 2000; Freire et al. 2001). Finding a precise value
for 𝜔𝛾 /𝜔rad is a hard task since this value can substantially change
if we use the parameters of different GCs, mostly due to the uneven
radio observations of these clusters. In any case, we take NGC 104
as our reference, implying that the solid angle covered by the 𝛾-ray
emission in an MSP is 1.4 ± 0.9 times larger than the solid angle
covered by the radio beam (and of course, it has to be < 4𝜋).

We use this value to estimate the number of radio-detectable MSPs
that should be observed in the 5 brightest GCs detected by LAT that
have no radio pulsars yet observed, as shown in Table 5. These
clusters are excellent targets for radio campaigns, especially NGC
6388 and NGC 6316.

5 DISCUSSION

Stellar close encounters represent the major factor in the formation
of close compact binaries in a GC. The recipe for a large population
of MSPs requires a GC with high stellar density and low dispersion
velocity, as well as a relatively high number of neutron stars retained
in the cluster after the supernova explosions. Another factor that
could exert some impact on the size of the population of MSPs is the
thermodynamic state of the GC’s core: if the dynamical interactions
are dominated by stellar-mass black holes, the core should be bloated
(i.e. non-core-collapsed) and inhibit the mass-segregation of neutron
stars to the GC’s core, suppressing the formation of MSPs (Claire

et al. 2019b). Only after most of the stellar-mass black holes are
ejected from the cluster (i.e. a core-collapsed cluster) the neutron
stars can sink to the center and interact with other stars to form
compact binary systems (Claire et al. 2019b; Kremer et al. 2019). In
this work, however, we do not observe any favoritism for a higher
number of X-ray sources or higher 𝛾-ray luminosity in the core-
collapsed GCs, although we observe that they present the shortest
binary shrinking timescales due to secondary stellar encounters (e.g.
see the five darkest points in Fig. 2).

In this work, the X-ray observations proved to be much more
useful to probe the formation of compact binaries than 𝛾 rays in
the GeV band, and this may be due to the fact that we can reliably
estimate the total number of X-ray sources in a GC, while in 𝛾 rays we
have access only to the luminosity, which can significantly fluctuate
independently of the dynamical parameters of the GCs, making the
𝐿𝛾×Γ correlation more dispersed. Another possibility for this higher
dispersion may be that in some GCs the compact binaries do not
easily evolve into MSPs. This could happen, for instance, if for any
reason (possibly related to the cluster’s initial mass function) a GC
has an overabundance of stellar-mass black holes or white dwarfs
if compared to the number of neutron stars, such that most of the
compact binaries do not have a neutron star that can be spun up until
becoming an MSP. This would not affect the total number of X-ray
sources, but could affect the 𝛾-ray luminosity.

5.1 The impossibility of compact binary ionization in GCs

Another interesting point to highlight about the left side of Fig. 4 is
that if we arbitrarily increase the dispersion velocity (𝜎) of the stars
in the core of the cluster until it reaches the central escape velocity,
then the values of the normalized encounter rate per formed binary
of the 39 GCs will range between 0.003 < 𝜆 < 0.104, meaning that
stellar encounters will never be able to ionize compact binary systems
in the cores of these GCs. This happens simply because the fastest
stars, i.e., those with higher chances of ionizing/exciting compact
binaries, will tend to escape from the clusters’ gravitational potential
well.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we investigated how the dynamical properties of GCs
affect the formation and evolution of compact binary systems. We
used Chandra X-ray and Fermi-LAT 𝛾-ray data to measure the effect
of close stellar encounters in the total number of compact binaries
and eventually MSPs that we can find in a GC. We identified 39 GCs
in the energy range 0.3 – 300 GeV, seven of which are not listed
as GCs in 4FGL-DR3, namely NCC 6342, NGC 6380, NGC 6517,
NGC 6528, NGC 6637, NGC 6723, and Terzan 6. Our main results
are summarized below.

(i) We measured the 𝛾-ray flux and spectral parameters for all 39
GCs, as listed in Table 1 and found that all of them present pulsar-
like characteristics. This is even more clear in Fig. 1, where we see
the distribution of GCs in the 𝐸peak × 𝛼 space. The distribution of
different classes of astrophysical sources in this figure can also be
used in future works as, for instance, the association of 𝛾-ray sources
with their low-energy counterparts (especially on a machine learning
framework, similar to the method described in de Menezes et al.
2020).

(ii) We found that the total number of X-ray sources is tightly
correlated with the stellar encounter rate in GCs with Γ > 100, which
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implies that stellar encounters are a major formation channel for
compact binaries in GCs. The correlation is tighter in X-rays, where
we can reliably estimate the total number of sources in each GC,
while in 𝛾 rays we have access only to the clusters’ luminosity, which
can significantly fluctuate and make the correlation more dispersed.
In GCs with Γ < 100, we observe an excess in the number of X-
ray sources, indicating that another formation channel for compact
binaries may be evoked, or even that these clusters favor the formation
of non-binary X-ray sources.

(iii) Regardless of the formation channel, secondary stellar en-
counters in GCs will, on average, make the compact binaries shrink
even more. This happens because the kinetic temperature of stars
in Galactic GCs is not high enough to ionize these systems, as in-
vestigated in the framework of the Heggie-Hills law. This shrinking
process, however, is not efficient, as the involved timescales are too
long. Furthermore, we argue that the ionization of compact binary
systems by stellar encounters in the cores of the 39 GCs studied here
may actually be impossible (see §5.1).

(iv) We found no extended 𝛾-ray emission from the GCs, indicat-
ing that the pulsars are concentrated in their cores, probably due to
dynamical friction. Extended 𝛾-ray emission is also possible in the
𝛾-ray domain, depending on the propagation of leptons leaking from
the MSPs magnetospheres within the GCs.

(v) There is an excess of 𝛾-ray emission coming from the lobes of
Cen A extending beyond the WMAP-based model adopted in 4FGL.
We found that Planck 30 GHz and Parkes 408 MHz data have a better
spatial agreement with the Fermi-LAT data, although they still seem
insufficient to explain all of the observed extended 𝛾-ray emission.

(vi) We did a preliminary investigation of the rate 𝜔𝛾/𝜔𝑟𝑎𝑑 , that
gives us an idea of the opening angle of the radio and 𝛾-ray emission
coming from the magnetospheres of MSPs. A precise estimate of
this ratio can help us in estimating the total number of MSPs in GCs
(as stated in Eqs. 10 and 11).

(vii) We selected 5 GCs as excellent targets for radio follow-ups
(Table 5) since they present a substantially high 𝛾-ray emission but
no MSP detected in radio so far.

Besides these results, we leave an open question on what kind of
phenomenon, other than close stellar encounters, could induce the
formation of X-ray sources in GCs, since we observed an unexpected
increase in the number of X-ray sources for GCs with Γ < 100.
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APPENDIX A: UPPER LIMITS

In Table A1, we show the integrated energy flux (0.3 – 300 GeV)
upper limits for those GCs in our sample presenting TS < 16. The
adopted spectral model is the PLEC described in Eq. 4, where 𝐸c = 3
GeV and 𝛼 = 2.
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Name Γ NP TS eFlux UL 95%
10−13 erg cm−2 s−1

am1 0.00419+0.00464
−0.0017 0 0.0 1.99

arp2 0.00518+0.00285
−0.00188 0 5.95 10.12

hp 0.662+0.407
−0.303 0 1.05 22.22

ic1276 7.97+7.99
−3.71 0 0.0 7.88

ic4499 0.797+0.412
−0.272 0 7.61 9.52

NGC 1261 15.4+10.6
−4.3 0 0.0 1.05

NGC 2298 4.31+1.48
−1.21 0 0.0 1.97

NGC 2419 2.8+0.754
−0.532 0 0.0 2.59

NGC 288 0.766+0.284
−0.205 0 0.0 1.02

NGC 3201 7.17+3.56
−2.27 0 4.12 8.45

NGC 4147 16.6+12.5
−6.36 0 0.0 2.74

NGC 4372 0.233+0.365
−0.124 0 8.3 12.68

NGC 4590 5.82+2.69
−1.7 0 0.0 1.97

NGC 5024 35.4+12.4
−9.6 5 1.1 4.04

NGC 5053 0.105+0.061
−0.0362 0 6.68 6.73

NGC 5272 194.0+33.1
−18.0 6 4.46 4.94

NGC 5466 0.239+0.0666
−0.0475 0 0.31 2.79

NGC 5634 20.2+14.2
−7.5 0 0.0 1.58

NGC 5694 191.0+52.2
−34.4 0 6.5 8.58

NGC 5824 984.0+171.0
−155.0 0 0.0 2.68

NGC 5897 0.851+0.357
−0.189 0 0.0 3.83

NGC 5927 68.2+12.7
−10.3 0 1.23 10.44

NGC 5946 134.0+33.6
−44.6 0 0.0 5.07

NGC 5986 61.9+15.9
−10.4 1 0.0 1.04

NGC 6101 0.974+0.567
−0.287 0 0.0 2.55

NGC 6121 26.9+11.6
−9.56 1 0.54 8.95

NGC 6144 3.14+1.07
−0.85 0 0.0 2.09

NGC 6171 6.77+2.34
−1.72 0 0.0 2.14

NGC 6229 47.6+31.0
−9.36 0 0.0 1.67

NGC 6235 5.75+2.72
−1.59 0 4.66 13.56

NGC 6254 31.4+4.34
−4.08 2 0.42 7.57

NGC 6256 169.0+119.0
−60.4 0 0.38 12.13

NGC 6273 200.0+66.6
−38.6 0 0.0 3.49

NGC 6284 666.0+122.0
−105.0 0 0.0 1.55

NGC 6287 36.3+7.7
−7.74 0 1.7 11.53

NGC 6293 847.0+377.0
−239.0 0 2.97 13.81

NGC 6325 118.0+44.7
−45.6 0 1.55 13.25

NGC 6333 131.0+59.1
−41.8 0 0.0 2.12

NGC 6352 6.74+1.71
−1.3 0 3.34 12.33

NGC 6355 99.2+41.1
−25.7 0 0.0 7.81

NGC 6356 88.1+20.2
−13.7 0 0.0 5.75

NGC 6362 4.56+1.51
−1.03 0 0.0 2.09

Table A1. Integrated energy flux 95% upper limits in the energy range 0.3
– 300 GeV for the GCs with TS < 16. The three GCs tagged with “*” are
detected by Fermi-LAT, although their emission are attributed to individual
MSPs, as mentioned in the main text. We also provide the stellar encounter
rate Γ, the number of detected pulsars in radio 𝑁P, and the TS for each source.

Name Γ NP TS eFlux UL 95%
10−13 erg cm−2 s−1

NGC 6366 5.14+2.75
−1.76 0 0.0 6.5

NGC 6401 44.0+11.0
−10.7 0 7.77 26.59

NGC 6426 1.58+1.09
−0.518 0 0.3 7.19

NGC 6453 371.0+128.0
−88.7 0 8.27 22.79

NGC 6496 0.657+0.616
−0.289 0 0.0 4.29

NGC 6522 363.0+113.0
−98.5 5 6.83 22.28

NGC 6535 0.388+0.389
−0.192 0 8.03 17.95

NGC 6539 42.1+28.6
−15.3 1 0.0 26.66

NGC 6544 111.0+67.8
−36.5 2 7.0 60.7

NGC 6553 69.0+26.8
−18.8 0 4.46 21.57

NGC 6558 105.0+26.2
−19.3 0 0.0 3.73

NGC 6569 53.6+30.2
−20.8 0 0.02 7.35

NGC 6584 11.8+5.39
−3.36 0 0.0 2.19

NGC 6624* 1150.0+113.0
−178.0 12 0.0 27.34

NGC 6626* 648.0+83.8
−91.1 14 7.62 25.35

NGC 6637 89.9+36.0
−18.1 0 11.0 8.29

NGC 6638 137.0+38.6
−27.1 0 2.81 12.88

NGC 6642 97.8+31.3
−24.5 0 0.18 7.99

NGC 6652* 700.0+292.0
−189.0 2 0.0 43.28

NGC 6760 56.9+26.6
−19.4 2 0.07 9.11

NGC 6779 27.7+12.2
−9.16 0 2.03 7.46

NGC 6809 3.23+1.38
−1.0 0 0.28 5.79

NGC 6864 307.0+93.5
−89.3 0 2.77 7.84

NGC 6934 29.9+12.0
−8.22 0 3.2 7.61

NGC 6981 4.69+2.52
−1.76 0 0.0 1.59

NGC 7006 9.4+4.92
−3.25 0 3.47 7.24

NGC 7089 518.0+77.6
−71.4 6 0.77 4.43

NGC 7099 324.0+124.0
−81.2 2 7.8 8.16

NGC 7492 0.192+0.243
−0.0765 0 7.69 7.11

Pal 1 0.895+0.6
−0.241 0 0.0 1.39

Pal 10 59.0+42.8
−35.5 0 0.0 2.95

Pal 11 20.8+11.2
−7.11 0 0.0 2.24

Pal 12 0.397+0.42
−0.216 0 4.35 6.13

Pal 13 0.00109+0.00168
−0.00062 0 0.0 2.84

Pal 14 0.00186+0.000872
−0.000459 0 0.27 4.18

Pal 2 929.0+836.0
−555.0 0 0.26 7.96

Pal 3 0.0409+0.0192
−0.00984 0 1.23 4.5

Pal 4 0.0189+0.0109
−0.00366 0 0.0 1.79

Pal 5 0.00212+0.000861
−0.000627 0 0.0 3.69

Pal 6 15.5+13.2
−7.75 0 7.44 35.96

Pal 8 4.22+2.66
−1.21 0 2.6 13.32

Terzan 1 0.292+0.274
−0.17 7 0.0 82.06

Terzan 7 1.59+1.09
−0.634 0 0.0 2.11

Terzan 9 1.71+1.67
−0.959 0 0.0 9.36

Terzan 2 4.29+3.72
−1.73 0 3.95 21.15

Table A1. Continued.
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